# Global Citizenship Program

The Center for Transformation Learning and Leadership (CTLL) provides a gateway for students to connect with industry and alumni partners through applied learning and transformational experiences. The CTLL is especially well equipped to forward the GCP with expertise in transformative learning experiences and a team of committed educators and facilitators.

The CTLL is so deeply invested in the many global competencies developed through abroad education that they commit to assisting with costs in student’s abroad programs.

While WSU currently offers several majors, minors, certificates, and specializations with a global focus, the CTLL Global Citizenship Program is the only cohort program offered across disciplines, with a prepared and guided educational abroad experience, academic mentoring, professional networking, and local intercultural service learning.

## ABOUT CTLL

### Global Orientation
- **Application and Acceptance into the GCP Program**
  - Paired with global mentor
  - GCP Orientation — fall
  - Global Citizen Series — fall/spring
  - Citizenship and Service — fall

### Global Issues
- **Global Issues in Agricultural, Human, and Natural Resource Sciences (3 credits)** — spring
- **Global Citizen Series** — fall/spring
- **Citizenship and Service** — fall

### Global Experience
- **Summer Study Abroad**
- **Semester Exchange**
- **Internship/Research**
  - Abroad Preparation (1 credit) — fall or spring
  - Global Citizen Series — fall/spring

### Global Citizenship
- **Global Citizen Series** — fall/spring
- **Global Citizen Capstone (3 credits)** — fall
- **CTLL Global Citizenship Summit** — spring

---

**Center for Transformational Learning and Leadership**

**Questions?**
- Caitlin Bletscher, PhD
- Clinical Assistant Professor, CTLL
- Email: caitlin.bletscher@wsu.edu
- Phone: (509) 335-9299
- [cahnrs.wsu.edu/ctll/cahnrs-global](cahnrs.wsu.edu/ctll/cahnrs-global)

---

[cahnrs.wsu.edu/ctll/cahnrs-global](cahnrs.wsu.edu/ctll/cahnrs-global)
THE WORLD IS YOUR CLASSROOM

EMPLOYERS SHOW A STRONG PREFERENCE FOR HIRING graduates with global experiences and intercultural skills that complement their specialization. GCP students are not only prepared to become successful global citizens in their chosen profession, but also develop a tangible, global ePortfolio that demonstrates this success. This program provides students with a foundation for developing global competencies through experiential learning, systems thinking, and real-life application, giving them a leg up in their first job and leadership training to last throughout their career.

COSTS, COHORTS, AND CAHNRS

COSTS
Your investment in this four-year cohort program is leveraged by additional support in the form of scholarships and awards that will support your service learning projects and abroad experience.

COHORTS
Cohort-based programs have shown to successfully enhance shared learning on a deeper level. Over the four years, GCP cohort members move through their global curriculum and experiences at the same pace, building life-long, meaningful connections. This environment successfully prepares students for professional workplaces that highlight collaboration and communication among diverse groups and teams.

CAHNRS
Not sure of your major? Not a problem. The GCP is a cross-disciplinary academic experience, where you will learn about the intersectionality of industries among agricultural, human, and natural resource sciences. Cross-disciplinary education has been proven to enhance student motivation, increase critical thinking skills through consideration of other viewpoints, and heighten creativity. The GCP allows students to make the necessary connections between concepts in order to best understand the interconnectedness of our global systems and prepare them to develop collaborative, creative solutions in international industries.

MORE THAN...

...PULLMAN
In their third year in the program, GCP students will self-select into an international immersion experience that best aligns with their academic specialization, interests, and needs. Education abroad has been proven to positively influence student career paths, world-views, self-confidence, and global mindedness. These experiences during college develop cross-cultural communication skills, deepen a student’s perspective on current issues facing the world, and cultivate an interest in further contact with other cultures and people.

...ACADEMIC CREDIT
The GCP complements your current degree program and four-year trajectory with only seven required credits. Recent job market reports state that a degree alone is not indicative of a well-rounded university graduate. Along with the GCP academic curriculum, you will engage with peer and faculty mentors, network with industry professionals, and participate in service learning.

...STUDYING ABROAD
The CTLL firmly believes in the benefit of service learning on student civic engagement and personal growth. Service learning coupled with intercultural experiences provides additional depth in conversations about service, responsibility, and cross-cultural values. The GCP enhances students’ intercultural experiences through service learning projects with international student groups on campus.

The Center for Transformational Learning and Leadership (CTLL) Global Citizenship Program (GCP) is an interdisciplinary, transformative student program that develops leaders and empowers global citizens in agricultural, human, and natural resource sciences who will successfully address the interconnected, global issues that currently face our world.